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Abstract

While growing attention has been devoted to candidates’ use of incivility in campaigns, its role in informing voters’ feelings toward candidates is still debated. This study embraces a constructionist perspective on incivility and focuses on the relationship between perceptions of candidate incivility and candidate sympathy. Its contribution is twofold. First, it extends incivility research generalizability by testing the association between voters’ perceptions of candidate incivility and candidate sympathy during three election campaigns beyond the US context. Second, it builds upon the notion of incivility as a norm violation and tests the hypothesis that perceptions of a candidate’s uncivil behavior are negatively associated with candidate sympathy when this behavior is inappropriate (i.e., it violates injunctive civility norms) and especially when it is uncommon (i.e., it violates descriptive civility norms). These interests are pursued through post-electoral survey data collected in the Netherlands, Germany, and France. Findings show that incivility perceptions can, but not always, correspond to more negative feelings toward candidates. Furthermore, it is the incivility of candidates relative to that of their competitors that really counts for candidate sympathy.
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1. Introduction

As studies confirm that candidates’ sympathy can be decisive for the outcome of elections (Garzia, 2014, 2017), the criteria voters employ to form their feelings toward candidates are of great interest. In this regard, the apparent “coarsening of campaigns” (Stephens et al., 2019) has attracted scholarly attention to candidates’ use of incivility—i.e., norm-violating conduct conveying disrespect toward political opponents (Maisel, 2012)—and its effect on candidate sympathy (Druckman et al., 2019; Gervais, 2015; Mutz, 2015). While experimental research generally confirms that incivility lowers candidate sympathy, incivility is still strategically employed (Herbst, 2010), and the electoral success of “roaring candidates” (Maier & Nai, 2020) puts experimental findings into question. Starting from the assumption that voters form their feelings toward candidates based on many considerations, this article investigates the relevance of incivility perceptions in voters’ minds by testing their association with candidate sympathy alongside its well-established predictors. I do so through post-election survey data collected after the latest general elections in the Netherlands, Germany, and France. I aim to contribute to incivility research in two ways.

First, I extend incivility research generalizability. Research on political incivility is restricted mainly to the US. However, given the contextual nature of civility...
norms, US findings cannot be haphazardly applied to other political systems (Walter, 2021). By interviewing samples of Dutch, German, and French voters, I extend incivility research beyond the US context. Additionally, our knowledge of the effects of incivility on candidate sympathy is primarily based on experimental studies, where participants are usually exposed to an artificial stimulus in the form of a civil or uncivil message from a fictitious politician and then asked to state their feelings toward them (Brooks & Geer, 2007; Druckman et al., 2019; Mutz & Reeves, 2005). While this approach has the advantage of isolating causal mechanisms, it does not account for the fact that voters form their feelings toward candidates based on many considerations. Thus, little is known about the relevance of incivility perceptions in voters’ minds. By including perceptions of candidate incivility within traditional models of candidate sympathy, I shed light on their importance in informing candidate sympathy alongside its usual predictors.

Secondly, while scholars agree that incivility is norm-violating conduct, only a few studies have directly drawn from normative theories in their accounts. Based on Muddiman et al.’s (2021) distinction between injunctive civility norms (i.e., what is appropriate when campaigning) and descriptive civility norms (i.e., what is common when campaigning), I argue that candidates’ perceived behavior should correspond to more negative feelings toward candidates not only when this behavior deviates from what is perceived as appropriate, but especially when this behavior deviates from what is perceived as common. Thus, this article tests the relationship between candidate sympathy and not only perceived violations of injunctive civility norms (i.e., how uncivil candidates are perceived) but also perceived violations of descriptive civility norms (i.e., how uncivil candidates are perceived relative to their competitors).

Findings show that perceptions of candidate incivility often, but not always, corresponded to more negative feelings toward candidates. There were instances in which perceptions of candidate incivility did not matter for candidate sympathy, and the strength of this relationship varied across candidates and countries. This provides further evidence that incivility is contextual. Additionally, compared to voters’ partisan predispositions and their perceptions of candidates’ personalities, the role of perceived incivility in informing candidate sympathy was often marginal. Most importantly, results confirmed that the association between perceptions of candidate incivility and candidate sympathy was more consistent and much stronger when candidate incivility perceptions were measured by comparing candidates to one another rather than considering them individually. These results confirm that incivility is a contextual feature of political discourse that could be better understood as a relative rather than an absolute concept.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. A Constructionist Perspective on Candidate Incivility

While the concept is still debated, political incivility is broadly regarded as a violation of the norms of political discussion (Maisel, 2012). Norms are rules that define what is acceptable behavior among the members of a group (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Therefore, incivility is contextual and whether a behavior is uncivil depends on factors such as the context of the uncivil speech (Roseman et al., 2021), the individual characteristics of its speaker (Muddiman et al., 2021; Sydnor, 2019), and its audience (Kenski et al., 2020). Thus, scholars have advocated for a constructionist approach, emphasizing the role of contextual differences in shaping perceptions and effects of incivility (Jamieson et al., 2017). Following this, I regard incivility as a perceived norm violation that varies according to what is considered normative in each context.

Regarding the nature of the norm violation, scholars distinguish between “public” and “personal” levels of incivility (Muddiman, 2017). The former relates civility to the ideals of deliberative democracies, including behaviors that threaten democratic functioning—e.g., racism, misinformation, or uncompromising conduct (Papacharissi, 2004). Some argue that these behaviors describe intolerant rather than uncivil discourse and deserve attention in their own right (Rossini, 2020). I follow this view and restrict this article’s scope to the “personal” level of incivility. From this perspective, in the same way that during private conversations individuals wish to maintain a “positive face” and expressions of disrespect are considered “face-threatening” (Brown & Levinson, 1987), in public discourse, politicians’ disrespectful behavior is considered non-normative (Sobieraj & Berry, 2011). Hence, I equate incivility to disrespectful conduct and focus on behavior such as the use of derogatory language, aggressive speech, or ridicule.

2.2. The Role of Voters’ Perceptions of Candidate Incivility Within Models of Candidate Sympathy

Abundant evidence shows that voters develop mental images of politicians based on a set of personal characteristics (Funk, 1996, 1999; Ohr & Oscarsson, 2013). While different trait dimensions have been suggested (Conover, 1981; Funk, 1999; Miller et al., 1986), an influential account has reduced them to four—competence, empathy, leadership, and integrity/honesty (Kinder et al., 1979). Based on this categorization, numerous scholars investigated how perceptions of candidate traits affect feelings toward candidates (e.g., Funk, 1999; Ohr & Oscarsson, 2013; Pancer et al., 1999). In these studies, voters’ sympathy toward candidates—usually in the form of feeling thermometers or like-dislike scores—is regressed on voters’ partisan predispositions and perceptions of candidate traits. While the relevance of each trait depends on the candidate and the electoral
When exposed to uncivil messages, Americans report as the role of incivility in models of candidate sympathy, voters were less willing to vote for disrespectful candidates (Mutz, 2015). This is true even for partisans, who evaluate uncivil politicians on their side more unfavorably (Druckman et al., 2019; Frimer & Skitka, 2018). A few studies confirm that incivility is punished by the non-US public too. For example, an online experiment on a sample of German voters shows that exposure to incivility from a politician lowers their approval ratings (Maier, 2021; Mutz, 2015) and lower voting intentions for disrespectful candidates (Mutz, 2015). This is true even for partisans, who evaluate uncivil politicians on their side more unfavorably (Druckman et al., 2019; Frimer & Skitka, 2018). A few studies confirm that incivility is punished by the non-US public too. For example, an online experiment on a sample of German voters shows that exposure to incivility from a politician lowers their approval ratings (Maier, 2021). Similarly, Mölders et al. (2017) found that German voters were less willing to vote for disrespectful candidates. Thus, I expect the following:

H1: There is a direct negative association between voters’ perceptions of individual candidate incivility and candidate sympathy.

Despite this theoretical expectation, candidates still employ incivility in their campaigns. To address this paradox, Muddiman et al. (2021) suggest that people may have different opinions on how politicians should act and how they do act. Drawing from normative theories (Kallgren et al., 2000), they note that scholars have narrowed their definition of incivility to behaviors deviating from what voters approve. However, norms arise not only from what is approved by community members but also from observing what members do. In the former case, scholars refer to injunctive norms, i.e., how people ought to behave, and in the latter, to descriptive norms, i.e., how people do behave (Kallgren et al., 2000). Based on this, Muddiman et al. (2021, p. 13) suggest—but do not directly test—that “if voters feel that uncivil actions are common in campaigns, they may not alter their behaviors even if they do not think the actions are appropriate.”

Building upon this, I suggest that the relationship between candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy could be better understood if we consider not only perceptions of uncivil behavior from single candidates but also from their competitors, as these contribute to determining what is normative. Voters may dislike candidates more not only when they are perceived as violating their injunctive norm of respecting opponents but especially when their injunctively uncivil behavior deviates from what is perceived as common. Hence, this article not only focuses on voters’ perceptions of individual candidate incivility but also considers voters’ perceptions of comparative candidate incivility. I propose a comparative measure of candidate incivility perceptions (i.e., how uncivil a candidate is perceived relative to their competitors) and test whether this is more strongly associated with candidate sympathy than an individual measure of candidate incivility perceptions (i.e., how uncivil a single candidate is perceived). I expect the following:

H2: There is a direct negative association between voters’ perceptions of comparative candidate incivility and candidate sympathy.

H3: Voters’ perceptions of comparative (versus individual) candidate incivility are more strongly associated with candidate sympathy.

2.3. The Relationship Between Voters’ Perceptions of (Comparative) Candidate Incivility and Candidate Sympathy

Norms are rules that guide behavior, and deviations from such rules are condemned as a threat to social relationships (Cialdini & Goldstein, 2004). Thus, citizens are expected to “punish” behaviors that defy civility norms. US experimental research confirms this view. When exposed to uncivil messages, Americans report lower evaluations of (Gervais, 2015; Maier, 2021; Mutz, 2015) and lower voting intentions for disrespectful candidates (Mutz, 2015). This is true even for partisans, who evaluate uncivil politicians on their side more unfavorably (Druckman et al., 2019; Frimer & Skitka, 2018). A few studies confirm that incivility is punished by the non-US public too. For example, an online experiment on a sample of German voters shows that exposure to incivility from a politician lowers their approval ratings (Maier, 2021). Similarly, Mölders et al. (2017) found that German voters were less willing to vote for disrespectful candidates. Thus, I expect the following:

H1: There is a direct negative association between voters’ perceptions of individual candidate incivility and candidate sympathy.

Despite this theoretical expectation, candidates still employ incivility in their campaigns. To address this paradox, Muddiman et al. (2021) suggest that people may have different opinions on how politicians should act and how they do act. Drawing from normative theories (Kallgren et al., 2000), they note that scholars have narrowed their definition of incivility to behaviors deviating from what voters approve. However, norms arise not only from what is approved by community members but also from observing what members do. In the former case, scholars refer to injunctive norms, i.e., how people ought to behave, and in the latter, to descriptive norms, i.e., how people do behave (Kallgren et al., 2000). Based on this, Muddiman et al. (2021, p. 13) suggest—but do not directly test—that “if voters feel that uncivil actions are common in campaigns, they may not alter their behaviors even if they do not think the actions are appropriate.”

Building upon this, I suggest that the relationship between candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy could be better understood if we consider not only perceptions of uncivil behavior from single candidates but also from their competitors, as these contribute to determining what is normative. Voters may dislike candidates more not only when they are perceived as violating their injunctive norm of respecting opponents but especially when their injunctively uncivil behavior deviates from what is perceived as common. Hence, this article not only focuses on voters’ perceptions of individual candidate incivility but also considers voters’ perceptions of comparative candidate incivility. I propose a comparative measure of candidate incivility perceptions (i.e., how uncivil a candidate is perceived relative to their competitors) and test whether this is more strongly associated with candidate sympathy than an individual measure of candidate incivility perceptions (i.e., how uncivil a single candidate is perceived). I expect the following:

H2: There is a direct negative association between voters’ perceptions of comparative candidate incivility and candidate sympathy.

H3: Voters’ perceptions of comparative (versus individual) candidate incivility are more strongly associated with candidate sympathy.

2.4. The Role of Partisan Sympathy

Considering the well-documented partisan biases in political information acquisition and processing (Campbell et al., 1960), I also consider partisan differences. Voters are motivated reasoners and process information in a way that complies with their partisan predispositions (Taber & Lodge, 2006). At the same time, partisanship, as a relevant social identity, can generate positive feelings for in-parties, and negative feelings for out-parties, thus strengthening intergroup biases (Iyengar & Westwood, 2015). Furthermore, preliminary evidence confirms that incivility is perceived through partisan lenses (Liang & Zhang, 2021). Thus, I expect perceptions of incivility to matter more in negatively evaluating candidates far away from oneself than those closer. I hypothesize the following:
H4: The negative association between voters’ perceptions of (individual and comparative) candidate incivility and candidate sympathy is weaker for respondents with more positive feelings toward the candidate’s party, while it is stronger for respondents with more negative feelings toward the candidate’s party.

2.5. The Role of Candidate Differences: Gender, Populism, Incumbency

Following the constructionist approach, scholars have also suggested that the same behavior may be perceived differently depending on the characteristics of the person engaging in it (Jamieson et al., 2017; Muddiman et al., 2021; Sydnor, 2019). Three features seem particularly relevant. First, the stereotype content model predicts that women are associated with communal traits (e.g., warmth), while men are associated with agentic traits (e.g., dominance; Fiske et al., 2002). As incivility goes against the expectations of women being kind, perceptions of incivility by female candidates should lead to stronger backlashes. Secondly, populist candidates are known for their transgressive style of campaigning (Moffitt & Tormey, 2013); thus, people should respond less negatively to perceptions of incivility from populists as these align with what is expected of them (Nai et al., 2022). Finally, incumbents prefer to rely on their political records to promote themselves rather than attack and risk a backlash (Nai, 2018). Because being uncivil is rarer for incumbents, they pay a higher price when they do so (Fridkin & Kenney, 2011). Based on this, I hypothesize the following:

H5: The negative association between voters’ perceptions of (individual and comparative) candidate incivility and candidate sympathy is stronger for (a) female (versus male) candidates, (b) populist (versus non-populist) candidates, and (c) incumbents (versus challengers).

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Case Selection

The hypotheses are tested on Dutch, German, and French samples. Doing so adds to the study of incivility in multiparty systems. Here, the necessity to engage in cross-partisan compromise may not only discourage the use of incivility against potential coalition partners but also strengthen individuals’ negative reactions to it. These features set multiparty democracies apart in using and processing incivility, making them relevant cases to extend our knowledge on incivility. Additionally, these cases are characterized by crucial variations in terms of electoral competition, including an entirely proportional system (the Netherlands), a mixed system (Germany), and a semi-presidential majoritarian system (France). As in contexts with high party fragmentation incivility more directly threatens negotiations for government formation between parties, this selection allows me to assess the robustness of my findings across party structures.

3.2. Sample

Online samples of the Dutch (from 22–03–2021 to 05–04–2021; N = 1,007), German (from 28–09–2021 to 12–10–2021; N = 999), and French (from 06–05–2022 to 19–05–2022; N = 1,246) populations eligible to vote were collected within three larger post-election surveys distributed through private survey companies (Kantar in the Netherlands, Dynata in Germany and France). Inattentive respondents (i.e., respondents whose completion time was less than half of the median of the country’s sample) and straightliners (i.e., respondents whose responses on the candidate incivility perceptions and the candidates like–dislike batteries had a standard deviation of zero) were excluded. This resulted in three final samples of n = 898 (NL), n = 804 (DE), and n = 1,063 (FR). As a robustness check, main analyses are replicated with the inclusion of straightliners, providing consistent results (see Appendix C of the Supplementary File, Table C1). The online samples do not represent the general voting population but employ stratification quotas for gender, age, and macro-region of residence (see Supplementary File, Table A1).

Respondents were interviewed about a selection of six candidates in the Netherlands and Germany and eight in France (see Supplementary File, Table A2). While it was not feasible to interview respondents about the entire population of candidates, this selection covered almost 70% of the electoral preferences in the Netherlands (Kiesraad, 2021), more than 85% in Germany (The Federal Returning Officer, 2021), and almost 90% in France (AFP, 2022), and included representatives of all relevant party families in the West European context.

3.3. Candidate Sympathy

Candidate sympathy was measured through like-dislike scores, widely employed in electoral research to gauge voters’ overall feelings toward political leaders (Garzia, 2017) and in incivility research to test the effects of incivility on sponsor perceptions (e.g., Druckman et al., 2019; Gervais, 2015; Mutz, 2015). Concretely, respondents were asked to assign a score from 0 (dislike) to 10 (like) to each candidate, and the candidate sympathy scale was used as the dependent variable in all models (for summary statistics, see Supplementary File, Table A3).

3.4. Candidate Incivility Perceptions

3.4.1. Individual Candidate Incivility Perceptions

Incivility can take many forms, and this article focuses on behaviors commonly employed in previous research (e.g., Muddiman, 2021; Mutz, 2015; Otto et al., 2020).
Respondents rated candidates on a scale from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very much) on the extent to which during the campaign they engaged in three kinds of uncivil behaviors: (a) They used insulting or derogatory language; (b) they employed forms of emotionalized speech, such as by shouting; and (c) they ridiculed their opponents (see Supplementary File, Table A4 for the full question text, and Table A5 for summary statistics). For each candidate, a scale of individual candidate incivility perceptions was computed by calculating the means of the three incivility items. Summary statistics, including reliability scores (all above 0.80), are summarized in the Supplementary File (Table A6).

3.4.2. Comparative Candidate Incivility Perceptions

A measure of comparative candidate incivility perceptions was computed by subtracting from candidates’ individual incivility perceptions the average incivility perceptions of their competitors. For example, Rutte’s comparative incivility perceptions score was built by subtracting the average individual incivility perceptions scores voters assigned to the other five candidates from the individual incivility perceptions’ score they assigned to Rutte. This resulted in a scale ranging from −10 to +10, recoded to range from 0 to 10 to ease comparisons. A score of five means that Rutte is perceived as uncivil as his competitors; increasing scores above five mean that Rutte is perceived as increasingly more uncivil than his competitors; decreasing scores below five mean that Rutte is perceived as increasingly less uncivil than his competitors (for summary statistics, see Supplementary File, Table A7).

3.5. Other Predictors of Candidate Sympathy

Models include the usual predictors of candidate sympathy as identified in the literature summarized above, i.e., partisan predispositions and perceptions of candidate traits. Respondents indicated on a scale from 0 (dislike) to 10 (like) how much they liked each candidate’s party (for summary statistics, see Supplementary File, Table A8). This measure of partisan sympathy was included in the models as a control variable and then to test its interaction with perceptions of candidate incivility. Regarding perceptions of candidate traits, I focus on the four main criteria identified by Kinder et al. (1979): empathy, honesty, competence, and leadership skills. Respondents were asked to rate candidates on these attributes on a scale from 1 to 5. The leadership, competence, empathy, and honesty perceptions scales were computed (see Supplementary File, Table A9) and included in the models.

3.6. Candidates’ Characteristics

Candidates were categorized based on gender, populism, and incumbency status. Populist candidates were selected based on the categorization by Rooduijn et al. (2019), while incumbency was defined as candidates who held a position within the government before the elections. Three nominal levels variables (Gender: 0 = male, 1 = female; Populism: 0 = non-populist, 1 = populist; Incumbency: 0 = challenger, 1 = incumbent) were computed (see Supplementary File, Table A10).

3.7. Analysis Plan and Modelling Strategy

After presenting the results of a descriptive analysis exploring how much incivility was perceived during the three elections, I test the bivariate relationship between individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy. Then, I formally test H1, H2, and H3 following previous work on candidate authenticity by Stiers et al. (2021). In their account of trait authenticity, they test the relevance of candidates’ perceived authenticity by regressing candidate sympathy on its traditional predictors—partisan predispositions and candidate traits—with the addition of their newly developed scale of trait authenticity. Following this modelling strategy, I conduct two OLS multiple regression models per country predicting candidate sympathy from perceptions of individual (M1) and comparative (M2) candidate incivility, including socio-demographics (age, gender, and education) and perceptions of candidate traits and partisan sympathy. I subsequently test H4 by including an interaction term (candidate incivility perceptions × party sympathy) to M1 and M2. Finally, I test H5 by pooling data from each country and running six additional OLS regression models predicting candidate sympathy from perceptions of individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions and their respective interaction with candidates’ gender, populism, and incumbency status.

All models are run on a stacked dataset with voter–candidate as the unit of analysis, including robust and clustered standard errors. Voters’ characteristics are included following the procedure by van der Eijk et al. (2006). First, each individual measure of candidate sympathy was regressed on gender, age, and education in the unstacked data matrix. Then, the predicted values (y-hats) of each separate regression were included in the stacked data matrix. As a robustness check, models are replicated for each candidate separately, providing consistent results (see Supplementary File, Tables B2–B7).

4. Results

4.1. Descriptive Analysis

Figure 1 shows the means of individual and comparative incivility perceptions. In Germany and the Netherlands, perceptions of individual incivility are relatively low but with large differences across candidates. Notably, right-wing populist candidates are perceived as the most uncivil. In the Netherlands, Wilders (M = 6.13, SD = 2.83) is perceived more than twice as uncivil as the second
candidate incivility perceptions. Again, populists stand out. With the only exception of Germany—where conservative candidate Laschet scored on average as relatively more uncivil than his competitors, and left-wing populist candidate Wissler is on average perceived less uncivil than her competitors—populist candidates are the only ones with comparative incivility perceptions scores above the middle of the scale in all countries.

4.2. Bivariate Analysis

Table 1 presents the results of a bivariate analysis testing the relationship between, on the one hand, individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions and, on the other, candidate sympathy. Higher scores on the individual incivility perceptions scale always correspond to lower scores on the candidate sympathy scale. Dutch candidates show moderate to strong correlations, while associations are relatively weaker for French and German candidates. Turning to comparative incivility perceptions, scores are close to the middle of the scale, suggesting that, on average, voters tend to perceive comparable levels of incivility across candidates. Again, populists stand out. With the only exception of Germany—where conservative candidate Laschet scored on average as relatively more uncivil than his competitors, and left-wing populist candidate Wissler is on average perceived less uncivil than her competitors—populist candidates are the only ones with comparative incivility perceptions scores above the middle of the scale in all countries.

### Table 1. Pearson’s $r$ correlation coefficients and significance levels for the relationship between individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Netherlands</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Incivility Perceptions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Incivility Perceptions</strong></td>
<td><strong>Incivility Perceptions</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ind.</td>
<td>Comp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilders</td>
<td>-0.56***</td>
<td>-0.63***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutte</td>
<td>-0.52***</td>
<td>-0.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hokestra</td>
<td>-0.24***</td>
<td>-0.24***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaag</td>
<td>-0.49***</td>
<td>-0.55***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ploumen</td>
<td>-0.34***</td>
<td>-0.27***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klaver</td>
<td>-0.39***</td>
<td>-0.47***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *** $p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$, * $p < 0.05$. 

---
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perceptions, candidate sympathy is almost always more strongly negatively associated with comparative rather than individual incivility perceptions. This is especially evident in Germany and France, where the relationship is, in many cases, twice as strong. This is in line with H1, H2, and H3; perceptions of candidate incivility are negatively associated with candidate sympathy, and this association is especially strong when incivility perceptions are measured comparatively.

4.3. Multiple Regression Analysis

While results from the bivariate analysis are consistent with H1, H2, and H3, the relationship between candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy needs to be assessed within more demanding models. Figure 2 presents point estimates and 95% confidence intervals for individual (M1) and comparative (M2) candidate incivility perceptions from two OLS multiple regression models, including socio-demographics (gender, age, education), partisan sympathy, and candidate trait perceptions. Figure 3 depicts the marginal effects of individual (M1) and comparative (M2) incivility perceptions on candidate sympathy (full models are summarized in the Supplementary File, Table B1). Table 2 presents the proportion of explained variance in M1 and M2 in each country, in comparison with the base model excluding the incivility perceptions measures (M0). M1 and M2 are replicated for the three forms of incivility (insults, negative emotions, and sarcasm), providing similar results (see Supplementary File, Tables C2, C3, and C4).

Starting with M1, there is a negative statistically significant association between individual incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy in the Netherlands and France but not Germany. In the Netherlands, from the lowest to the highest individual incivility perceptions score, there is a significant decrease in candidate sympathy of 11%. In France, this decrease amounts to only 4%. Comparing regression coefficients across predictors, their size is much smaller for individual incivility perceptions than it is for other predictors. Hence, even if there are significant negative associations

Figure 2. Results of OLS multiple regression models predicting candidate sympathy from individual (M1) and comparative (M2) incivility perceptions.

Figure 3. Marginal effects of individual (M1) and comparative (M2) candidate incivility perceptions on candidate sympathy. Note: Results from OLS regression M1 and M2.
between individual incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy—H1 is confirmed in the Netherlands and France—the role of individual candidate incivility perceptions is marginal compared to those of the other considerations.

Turning to M2, the association between incivility perceptions and candidate incivility is more consistent across countries and much stronger when perceptions of incivility are measured comparatively. Comparative perceptions of incivility are significantly associated with lower levels of candidate sympathy in all three samples, and their regression coefficients are similar in range to other predictors. An additional unit in the comparative incivility perceptions scale corresponds to a significant decrease in candidate sympathy of 28% (vs. 11% in M1) in the Netherlands, 12% in Germany (vs. a non-significant association in M1), and 23% (vs. 4% in M1) in France. These results confirm H2 and H3; higher levels of comparative incivility perceptions correspond to lower levels of candidate sympathy, and the negative association between incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy is much stronger when incivility perceptions are measured comparatively.

Finally, the inclusion of candidate incivility perceptions does not improve the models' explained variances compared to the base models (see Table 2).

### 4.4. The Role of Partisan Sympathy

I now test for partisan differences by including an interaction term between party sympathy and incivility perceptions to M1 and M2. This resulted in two OLS regression models per country (M1.INT and M2.INT). Figure 4 presents point estimates and confidence intervals of focal independent variables (for full numerical results, see Supplementary File, Table B1). In the Netherlands, there are no significant differences in the association between individual and comparative incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy at levels of party sympathy. On the contrary, the interaction term is significant for both measures of incivility perceptions in Germany (M1.INT: \( b = -0.01, p < 0.05 \); M2.INT: \( b = -0.03, p < 0.001 \)) and only for individual incivility perceptions in France (M1.INT: \( b = -0.01, p < 0.05 \)).

Figure 5 graphically presents the slopes of individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions along the party sympathy scale and the range of values of party sympathy in which these slopes are significant versus insignificant. Table 3 summarizes the slopes of individual and comparative incivility perceptions at levels of party sympathy, calculated at one standard deviation below and above the mean. Starting with M1.INT, at higher levels of partisan sympathy, an additional unit in the individual candidate incivility perceptions scale corresponded to a decrease in the candidate sympathy scale of 3% in Germany and 7% in France. This compares to an insignificant association at lower levels of partisan sympathy and, interestingly, to an increase of 2% in the candidate sympathy scale for every additional unit of individual incivility perceptions in Germany.

Turning to M2.INT, the interaction between comparative incivility perceptions and party sympathy was significant only in Germany, where at higher levels of partisan sympathy, an additional unit in the comparative incivility perceptions scale corresponded to a 23% decrease in candidate sympathy, compared to only a 6% decrease at lower levels of partisan sympathy. While there were no significant differences at different levels of partisan sympathy.
of party sympathy in France, a similar pattern can be identified. As shown in Figure 5, the slope of comparative incivility perceptions increases as levels of partisan sympathy also increase. Overall, these results disprove H4: When the interaction between candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy was significant, perceptions of candidate incivility mattered more for individuals with more positive rather than negative partisan sympathy.

4.5. The Role of Candidate Characteristics

Finally, I have run six additional OLS regression models predicting candidate sympathy from individual and comparative candidate incivility perceptions and their respective interaction with candidates’ gender, populism, and incumbency status. Table 4 summarizes the coefficients of these interaction terms in each model. Except for the interaction between populism and individual incivility perceptions, all interaction coefficients are significant.

Figure 6 shows the marginal effects of individual and comparative incivility perceptions at the levels of each moderator. The relationship between incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy remains significantly negative for all candidates, regardless of their gender, whether they are populist, and their incumbency status. Differences only arise in the magnitude of this relationship which is significantly more strongly negative for male candidates (H5a is not confirmed), non-populist candidates (only in relation to comparative

Table 3. Slopes of individual (M1) and comparative (M2) candidate incivility perceptions at values of party sympathy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Party Sympathy</th>
<th>Netherlands</th>
<th>Germany</th>
<th>France</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean - 1 SD</td>
<td>-0.12***</td>
<td>-0.29***</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.02)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>-0.11***</td>
<td>-0.27***</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean + 1 SD</td>
<td>-0.09***</td>
<td>-0.26***</td>
<td>-0.03*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
<td>(0.03)</td>
<td>(0.01)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *** p < 0.001, ** p < 0.01, * p < 0.05.
Table 4. Slopes of individual (M1) and comparative (M2) candidate incivility perceptions at levels of gender, populism, and incumbency.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Populism</th>
<th>Incumbency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>se</td>
<td>p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>0.01 **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.02 **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *** $p < 0.001$, ** $p < 0.01$, * $p < 0.05$.

Figure 6. Marginal effects. Note: Results from OLS regression M1 and M2.

incivility; H5b is partially confirmed), and incumbents (H5c is confirmed).

5. Limitations

Before discussing the results of this study, some of its limitations must be acknowledged. Firstly, this study is correlational. While experimental evidence has demonstrated a causal relationship from incivility to candidate sympathy, the opposite may also be true. As partisan feelings shape perceptions of incivility (Liang & Zhang, 2021), I cannot exclude the possibility that the hypothesized relationships also go in the opposite direction. Additionally, it cannot be excluded that perceptions of incivility impact voters’ impressions of candidate traits and, through them, affect candidate sympathy. Preliminary evidence suggests that incivility can lower voting intentions by lowering communion judgments (e.g., politicians’ perceived friendliness), while it does not affect agency judgment (e.g., politicians’ perceived confidence; Mölders et al., 2017). Hence, future research should causally test the interplay between incivility perceptions, candidate traits, and candidate sympathy.

Secondly, data were collected in the aftermath of the elections. Research demonstrates that losing an election can negatively affect voters’ judgments. For instance, losers show higher dissatisfaction with democracy (Hansen et al., 2019) and more negative opinions about elections’ integrity (Cantú & García-Ponce, 2015). Thus, losers may perceive greater incivility than winners. It is also debatable whether voters can recall how uncivil candidates had been once elections are over. Therefore, this study should be replicated with pre-electoral data. This would provide a measure of perceptions of candidate incivility that is not colored by knowing who lost or won or by memory impairments.
Finally, results showed variations based on candidates’ characteristics. However, these differences must be carefully considered on account of the small number of candidates and the fact that I could not control for the confounding effect of multiple candidate characteristics (e.g., female populist candidates vs. female non-populist candidates). Further research should replicate these analyses with a larger sample of candidates, and experimental studies should attempt to isolate the effects of candidate characteristics.

6. Discussion

This study embraced a constructionist definition of incivility and focused on perceptions of candidate incivility and their relationship to candidate sympathy during the last general elections in the Netherlands, Germany, and France. Firstly, results showed that perceptions of incivility from a candidate were associated with more negative feelings toward that candidate. While these results corroborated US experimental findings, the magnitude of this negative relationship was relatively weak compared to usual predictors of candidate sympathy. This is important to note as incivility not only has negative consequences but also can be entertaining and attention-grabbing (Borah, 2014; Mutz & Reeves, 2005), thus newsworthy (Muddiman, 2013). This could partially explain the paradox whereby candidates go uncivil even though most people dislike it. Candidates may resort to incivility despite its potential to lower likeability, as this may be counterbalanced by the positive consequences of an increase in visibility.

Secondly, results confirmed that voters have more negative feelings toward candidates if their perceived incivility deviates not only from what is appropriate but especially from what is common. As predicted, the association between candidate sympathy and incivility perceptions was stronger and more consistent when perceptions of candidate incivility were measured in a relative fashion. These results highlight the importance of distinguishing between injunctive and descriptive norm violations, which should take center stage in future studies. They also suggest that incivility could be better understood as a relative rather than an absolute concept. This is in line with the idea of incivility as a contextual feature of political discourse, which not only depends on one’s behavior but also on the behavior of relevant others. Extending this logic to intergroup dynamics, future research could investigate people’s reactions to intergroup perceptions of candidate incivility, i.e., perceptions of opposition candidates net of perceptions of favorite candidates. Since partisans generally perceive a higher level of incivility from their outgroups than from their ingroups (Liang & Zhang, 2021; Muddiman, 2021), the relative dynamics of incivility may be stronger when comparative perceptions are measured in a partisan fashion.

Thirdly, while results broadly hold across countries, there are some variations. Dutch respondents showed the strongest negative association between perceptions of candidate incivility and candidate sympathy, which may highlight significant contextual differences. In the Netherlands, the large number of parties makes the political landscape much more fragmented, and the need to form coalitions has pushed political elites into “a style of political accommodation rather than political competition” (Bovens & Wille, 2008, p. 296). In this context, voters may regard incivility as a greater threat to consensus politics, thus punishing it more. Additionally, the three countries differ in the amount of perceived incivility. In Germany, where voters showed the lowest levels of perceived candidate incivility, incivility may be less salient in voters’ minds. In France, where voters showed the highest levels of perceived candidate incivility, incivility may be seen as the norm, thus, less relevant. These findings underlie the need to consider differences in party systems and political cultures.

Finally, results showed that candidates’ and voters’ characteristics matter too. First, there were differences in levels of partisan sympathy. Contrary to expectations, individuals with more positive (rather than negative) partisan feelings showed a stronger negative association between perceptions of candidate incivility and candidate sympathy. This unexpected finding could be related to floor effects. At high levels of partisan dislike, respondents also showed very low levels of candidate sympathy. Hence, they could only move so far in the candidate sympathy scale at levels of incivility perceptions. Nevertheless, this result needs further investigation as it is consistent with the so-called “black-sheep effect” (Reese et al., 2013). Stronger partisans may be more critical toward ingroup deviants to preserve a positive group identity. Secondly, while the association between candidate incivility perceptions and candidate sympathy was consistently negative across candidate types, it was stronger for male candidates, non-populist, and incumbents. These results must be assessed considering the limitations mentioned above. Yet, they provide further evidence that incivility is contextual.
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